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ABSTRACT:
Acknowledgement of the value of a basic freehand sketch by the information and communication community of researchers and
developers brought about the advanced developments for the use of sketches as free input to complicated processes of computerized
visualization, so as to make them more widely accessible. However, a sharp reduction and even exclusion of this and other basic
visual disciplines from education in sciences, technology, engineering and architecture dramatically reduces the number of future
users of such applications. The unique needs of conservation of cultural heritage pose specific challenges as well as encourage the
formulation of innovative development tasks in related areas of information and communication technologies (ICT). This paper
claims that the introduction of basic visual disciplines to both communities is essential to the effectiveness of integration of heritage
conservation needs and the advanced ICT development of conservation value, and beyond. It provides an insight into the challenges
and advantages of introducing these subjects in a relevant educational context, presents some examples of their teaching and learning
in the modern environment, including e-learning, and sketches perspectives to their application.

1. INTRODUCTION
Significant progress in modern conservation of cultural heritage
has brought advanced technologies and innovative methods to
diverse areas of this field, including heritage documentation and
analysis, and heritage education. Given the mainly visual
character of cultural heritage, these two areas have a basic
element in common - visual data and visualization. Advanced
technologies in digital documentation have an important impact
on heritage education, and especially in digital-based domains
of both, i.e. digital heritage, and distance learning and elearning. For example, digital models of archaeological and
built heritage sites are used for visualization in e-learning of
cultural heritage; virtual 3D and 4D models and animations
facilitate a virtual learner’s understanding of the changes that
historic buildings and sites undergo with time. Furthermore, the
use of “serious” digital heritage games which combine
education theory with digital technologies and the
advancements in computer sciences, has become a well-known
feature in the heritage education landscape, especially elearning (Ioannides et al. 2017, Duguleana et al. 2016, Hazan
and Lobovikov-Katz 2017).
Education for conservation of cultural heritage can be
subdivided into two types: the direct and the indirect. The first
one, the direct, - is focused on providing or upgrading the
relevant education of professionals and experts involved in the
conservation of cultural heritage. The other one, the indirect, aims at preparing the general public as a supporting force to
heritage conservation. Indirect heritage education patterns vary
widely in their aims, scope and targeted audience. The digital
“bonding” mentioned above has great advantages for
developing appealing learning programs for raising the
awareness of the general public (virtual) learners of the values

of cultural heritage, the reasons for its preservation and the
challenges and the principles involved (Ioannides et al. 2016,
Lobovikov-Katz 2015; Lobovikov-Katz et al. 2012; 2014).
The advantages of digital applications in direct heritage
education are numerous. However, we step down here below
the current mainstream of high automation and learning of
advanced digital technologies (though not abandoning their
application), in order to pay attention to the underlying layer of
visual core disciplines like perspective, descriptive geometry
and freehand drawing. This paper demonstrates that proficiency
in these basic visual disciplines is highly relevant to
conservation and ICT experts, and outlines the selected
perspectives of their contribution to conservation of cultural
heritage in the modern digital context.
2. BASIC VISUAL DISCIPLINES AND
CONSERVATION OF CULTURAL BUILT HERITAGE:
OVERVIEW, RETROSPECTIVES AND PERSPECTIVES
2.1 Basic Visual Disciplines Overview
2.1.1
Descriptive geometry and perspective: We start here
in reverse historical order of development, with the relatively
recent history of basic visual disciplines - Descriptive
Geometry. It was invented by a young French mathematician,
Gaspard Monge, in the late 1760s, and since then it has made a
significant contribution to various areas of mathematics. For its
groundbreaking theoretical nature of a practical benefit,
descriptive geometry was France’s military secret for more than
two decades after its invention (Lawrence 2003). A common
misconception about descriptive geometry reduces it to its mere
“façade” which is visible and understandable from outside,
confusing it with “precise drawing”, i.e. orthographic
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projections, like a view from above, the side, etc. Such
misleading notion totally overlooks the essence of descriptive
geometry, its aims and methodology, which actually focuses on
providing a set of rules and methodological tools for enabling
graphical solutions in two dimensions to complicated spatial
problems. Through the use of its theoretical mechanism,
descriptive geometry, among its other contributions, allows for
correct two-dimensional representations of results of threedimensional solutions or transformations on 3D objects, hence
underlying practically all areas of technical and engineering
drawing. According to Stachel (2013) Descriptive Geometry
[…] is the interplay between the 3D situation and its 2D
representation, between intuitive grasping and rigorous logical
reasoning.
Descriptive geometry is used as a basis for perspective, though
historically, the principles of perspective had been formulated
more than three hundred of years earlier, in the age of the
Renaissance. Perspective applies central projection. Besides its
association with painting and other fields of visual arts,
perspective has also made a significant contribution to the
development of mathematics.
2.1.2
Freehand drawing and painting: Freehand
sketching has been used since ancient times. Since the
Renaissance, perspective has been widely used in painting,
drawing and architecture, including specific areas of
development highly dependent on inter-relationships of 2D
artistic images and 3D architectural and sculptural forms, e.g.
relief perspective (theatrical setting of Tetro Olimpico in
Vicenza by Palladio-Scamozzi: Fig. 1; Ghiberti’s Gates of
Paradise in Florence), Trompe l'oeil paintings, and their
combinations (Bramante’s San Satiro in Milano: Fig. 2).
Nowadays, with regard to conservation of cultural heritage,
artistic images can be used as historical references or be
specifically produced by conservation experts for conservation
purposes. In the latter case, understanding and conclusions
reached in the course of the sketching process can be of equal or
even greater importance than the result of this process - the
sketch itself (Lobovikov-Katz 2016a, 2016b, 2008).

Figure 2. Domenico Bramante designed the illusory extension
beyond the dome of the central nave of the Church San Satiro in
Milan, which is perceived as a real architectural space from a
designed point of view at the main entrance (top). A closer view
from the side reveals that actual depth of the nave beyond the
dome is only about 94 cm (bottom). (photo©Anna LobovikovKatz)
2.2 Teaching, Learning and Using Basic Visual Disciplines
in Built Heritage Creation and Conservation: Between the
Past and the Present
2.2.1
Spatial ability: Spatial skills and reasoning have a
proven value in education in science and technology
(Newcombe 2010, Sorby 2009). Spatial ability and spatial
visualization are indispensable in the conservation of built
cultural heritage. Learning the basic visual disciplines,
including descriptive geometry, perspective and freehand
drawing, has a significant impact on the development of spatial
ability of students (Nemeth 2007, Shepard 1971). Therefore,
learning basic visual disciplines contributes directly and
indirectly to the conservation of cultural heritage.

Figure 1. Perspective of the theatrical setting of Teatro
Olimpico in Vicenza by Scamozzi, in continuation of design by
Andrea Palladio. Perspective of each “street” is designed to be
perceived from a specific seats and rows area (photo©Anna
Lobovikov-Katz)

2.2.2
Retrospective: In this section we outline the core uses
of basic visual disciplines with regard to built heritage, with
special attention given to some characteristics specific to this
part of heritage. Perspective might be seen as a connecting link
between descriptive geometry and freehand drawing and
painting. Perspective leads to the understanding of spatial
relationship between the location of an observer, the spatial
structure of a three-dimensional object, and the resulting three-
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dimensional result of this static or dynamic interaction - [image
and/or perception and/or view] of an object by an observer. We
will use an example of the metamorphoses of basic visual
disciplines in architectural education, including their freehand
applications, as a showcase for our statement. Architects are
presumed to possess an ability of understanding spatial interrelationships between the observer, a complex threedimensional building and its parts. Architects, besides other
skills, are expected to have mastered creating a desired
impression of the future buildings through architectural design.
In the past, architectural education included profound learning
of basic visual disciplines like descriptive geometry and
perspective1. This led to knowledge and understanding in
solving complicated spatial problems and of their expressions in
2D and 3D, and allowed for developing an ability and skills to
design a three-dimensional prognosis for a future building/
group of buildings/ complicated three-dimensional structures.
Such knowledge and ability to mentally visualize and develop
unseen future shapes and their complex interconnections,
including such issues as foreseen cast shadows, reflections, etc.,
have been a powerful tool of architectural design. Freehand
drawing, basic painting and sculpture were part of traditional
education, and the ease of their application was handy in
visualizing such mental shaping of invisible architecture under
design process (Tichonov et al. 1983). Freehand sketching
summarized and benefited from the knowledge of descriptive
geometry and perspective, and was indispensably helpful in the
first stages of the design process. Freehand sketch could be
immediately transformed in an architect’s mind into a spatial
“picture”, helping to understand what should be changed in
plans, sections or facades in order to improve the freehand
sketch, and therefore - to improve the spatial object under
design. Such command of mental back-and-forth journeying to
the entire three-dimensional - two dimensional information
array was an effective design instrument. The understanding of
mental images of yet non-existing objects, helped and was
assisted by freehand drawing of real built heritage objects. This
was also part of education, together with on-site measurements,
and learning to understand specific historic buildings and sites,
and through them - specific chapters of the history of building
techniques, durability of building materials, and others. Such
“educated freehand sketching”, backed up with the knowledge
of descriptive geometry and perspective, revealed important
information on a building through its visual expression.
From numerous examples of many architects in different
historic periods (e.g. Santiago Calatrava stated in his lecture at
the Technion in 2006 that he started his design from sketching),
we might zoom into this process on a sole example of a sheet of
sketches by Michelangelo Buonarroti (1525) of his design of
the staircase of Biblioteca Laurenziana in Florence
(Michelangelo 2002, Hill and Kohane 2015, Calatrava 2006).
These sketches shift with ease from large-scale details of the
columns’ profiles to two versions of an overall perspective view
of the staircase, which show a visual comparative study of the
two versions of an idea of spatial inter-relationship between the
flights of stairs ascending to the entrance to the library: parallel
or converging. A glance at the sketches fully brings the viewer
to appreciate the complete mastering of a real three-dimensional
space and its 2D imaging.

1

Projective geometry, though highly relevant to teaching
perspective, is not included in this list, because of its rare
presence in architectural curricula.

Figure 3. View of the staircase of Biblioteca Laurenziana in
Florence, designed by Michelangelo Buonarroti (photo©Anna
Lobovikov-Katz)

2.2.3
Present: Nowadays, due to the extended use of digital
visualization in computer-aided design, any architectural shape
can be achieved “automatically”, which makes a mental spatial
voyage in a planned-to-be-designed edifice, and, therefore also
teaching and learning basic visual subjects seem unnecessary.
This leads to two main consequences: reducing the scope or
total exclusion of basic visual subjects from the modern
education in architecture and engineering, causing a lack of
knowledge, which brings about the lack of understanding of the
causes and reasons underlying the easily and “automatically”
acquired computer-generated results. Furthermore, the
abundance of visualization in many areas of learning causes
some students to get used to the easily acquired, shallow results
in learning. Hence, teaching descriptive geometry to architects
becomes a real challenge, and has to be “wrapped” in an
attractive visual wrapping (Putz 2001).
Here is a sadly anecdotic example from my teaching practice:
after the introduction to perspective, an architectural student
concluded that perspective was something similar to comics, As
proof, he showed primitively-drawn architectural surroundings
from the latter. Such confusing between cause and result,
between a basic discipline and its specific limited application, is
not uncommon among the students who get an impression of
irrelevance of basic disciplines because of the abundance of
high technologies. In general, an architectural student turns
from a creative leader of the process of architectural design, into
a consumer of advanced technologies. It is not uncommon for a
student or an architect to be surprised by the results of a
computer-generated visualization of his/her own design, instead
of having anticipated them in advance. On the other hand, some
students realize the not very obvious connection between
descriptive geometry, and freehand sketching. In a
questionnaire given to participants of my course “Architectural
design at the tip of a pencil”, many students mentioned that
learning and understanding specific subjects as part of the
descriptive geometry course, e.g. shadows and sections (topics
which are interconnected, though not commonly seen as such)
helped them in learning and developing the practical ability of
freehand sketching. The course for beginners in architectural
freehand drawing consisted of introduction to its basic
principles, and of a subsequent study of an “architectural
sketching toolkit” and its application to architectural design
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studio given in the same semester. During the course, among
other skills, the students were taught how to “pull out of their
mind” their primary amorphous architectural idea using the tip
of a pencil, namely the sketch.
In spite of a general decline in teaching and application of basic
visual disciplines in architectural and engineering education, the
value of freehand sketching as input into the design process is
understood by ICT community, resulting in rapid development
of sketch-based modeling (Kazmi et al. 2014, Olsen et al.
2009). Therefore, we might face a situation, when ICT
development would provide a wide spectrum of excellent
technological tools, while users of their applications would be
hardly found, because most likely very few would possess the
necessary sketching skills to enjoy them. Their number might be
even more limited, if the search accepted only people
possessing skills in “educated” freehand sketching, i.e. whose
practical sketching would be enriched by knowledge and
understanding of descriptive geometry and perspective

smoothing rough freehand sketches, concentrating on achieving
a clean image. This and other advanced developments might
direct our attention to specific conservation tasks, e.g. to the
advantages of focusing, or, on the contrary, the analysis and
interpretation of seemingly unessential visual information
provided in freehand sketches and other types of artistic images.
In the conservation of cultural heritage, rough visual
characteristics of a freehand sketch of historic building or site
contain valuable information on its history, values, or material
deterioration, and a freehand image’s visual “noise” of
deterioration is a key to its understanding, and is often part of
the “music” of the patina of time.

2.3 Perspectives: between the human and the digital
2.3.1
Applications: Recent revolutionary developments in
computer sciences provide new possibilities for visual areas.
We bring here examples of applications which use freehand
sketches as input. An area much in demand in both new design
and conservation of cultural heritage, - 3D modeling, - has
inspired advanced developments in sketch-based modeling. The
advantages of freehand sketching seem clear to the ICT
community. Sketching, and specifically pencil-and-paper
sketching is described by ICT developers and researchers in
computer sciences as “a natural way to communicate ideas
quickly: with only a few pencil strokes, complex shapes can be
evoked in viewers” (Olsen et al. 2009), and as “the fundamental
first step for expressing artistic ideas and beginning an iterative
process of design refinement [which] allows artists to quickly
render their ideas on paper” (Simo-Serra, Iizuka et al. 2016).
According to Kazmi et al. (2014), 3D modeling has a very long
way to cover to match the convenience of drawing on paper
and expressing imagination on paper. Therefore, the main aims
of sketch based modeling are seen as to automate or assist the
sketch-to-3D translation process (Olsen et al. 2009), to bridge
the gap between concept design and computer-based modeling
programs (Kondo 2009). According to Shtof et al. (2013), it
would be nice if simple 3D models could be created easily from
2D sketches for quick previews and as a starting point for
further editing and creation of more complex models.
Conservation of cultural built heritage has some processes in
common with architectural design, e.g. with regard to
visualization of a building after restoration, in conservation
projects or adaptation to modern use, or in specific cases of
modern design in the existing architectural environment. 3D
modeling is widely applied for simulation of visual
compatibility of the old and the new in the architectural
environment. Furthermore, 3D modeling can be useful for
examining and visualizing historical hypotheses on
reconstruction of archaeological sites from sketches. However,
unlike new design, conservation of cultural built heritage
focuses much more on understanding and analysis of visual data
about real physical conservation state of historic buildings and
sites and on visible traces of historical transformations.
Recent, advanced developments in e.g. vector graphics aim at
automatically converting rough sketches into simplified clean
drawings (Simo-Serra, Iizuka et al. 2016). This allows for

Figure 4. Sketch showing architectural values and material
deterioration of a historic structure (©Anna Lobovikov-Katz)

A pencil is a very common sketching tool. It’s easy to use, it
allows for corrections, and therefore can be easily handled by a
large number and by a wide spectrum of sketchers, - beginners
and professionals alike. One of basic characteristics of a pencil
sketch is the changing character of a pencil line: it varies in
width and density. One same line of sketch, produced through
one hand movement, might change its visual parameters several
times. Sketches of historic buildings or sites might be produced
specifically for conservation purposes (to study and understand
them), or by artists for mere appreciation. In both cases, aspects
of lines matter with regard to visual characteristics and
conservation data encoded in them. For example, a change in
line density might reflect a specific pattern of material
deterioration, or a loss of structural stability, etc. It might reflect
both major conservation problems such as structural cracks, and
also subtle details. A change in a pencil line density might be an
immediate reaction of a sketcher to a change of color or texture
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of e.g. mortar pointing caused by repair using an incompatible
composition of a new mix and subsequent accelerated
deterioration.

application in action, between the “flat” and spatial positions of
the model in a short video. Fig. 6 shows a fragment of
explanation of a possible approach to such a model.

Seeking to achieve picturesque qualities of their artistic images,
artists have frequently looked for irregularities and visible
“impurities” in the visual character of depicted buildings and
sites. This aesthetical search favored producing artistic images
which might be rich in valuable information for researchers and
experts in conservation of cultural built heritage. A combined
approach to both conservation-oriented sketches and historical
images of cultural heritage buildings might enrich the
formulation of new tasks in ICT development, and create new
opportunities in the analysis of hand-made visual data in the
conservation of cultural heritage. For example, noticing the
original hand-made “visual noise” of freehand images (e.g.
auxiliary lines which seem to disturb the integrity of the image,
seemingly out-of-place line density or width of specific lines),
with a view to the specific character and needs of conservation
of cultural heritage, might be beneficial to both fields. In this
case, it is important to look deeper into the basic visual
disciplines. We suggest extending to the ICT community the
knowledge and understanding of basic visual disciplines, such
as descriptive geometry and perspective. This will equip and
provide ICT developers and researchers with a better insight
into this area, and also make a significant contribution to the
development of spatial skills, understanding of complicated
forms and of complex spatial transformations.
2.3.2
Teaching and Leaning: Here we focus on a)
contribution of e-learning, and b) 2D - 3D inter-relationship. Elearning is an integral part of our educational reality, and it has
contributed significantly to teaching and learning in practically
all areas of knowledge, including different levels of education –
from primary to tertiary, life-long learning and courses for the
general public. In conservation of cultural heritage e-learning is
widely used for raising the awareness among the general public
of the values and significance of cultural heritage, thus helping
to prevent its involuntary damage or vandalism (LobovikovKatz et al. 2014). We concentrate here on specific issues of
applying e-learning to basic visual subjects.
Sketching in two-dimensions remains easier than 3D modeling
for professional 3D modelers and novices alike. Professional
3D modelers nearly always begin the modeling process by
sketching, either on paper or in a 2D sketching application
(Shtof et al. 2013). Frequently, people try to explain their ideas
through a 2D sketch.
In descriptive geometry, solving complex spatial problems is
achieved by spatial three-dimensional transformations with the
use of a virtual, theoretical “mechanism” of this discipline,
through a mental back-and-forth voyage between the threedimensional object and its two-dimensional projection planes.
Understanding that descriptive geometry “works” in space is a
key to mastering this discipline. This is also true with regard to
perspective, where the inter-relationship between a perspective
image of a three-dimensional object, and its representation in
e.g. orthographic projections (façade, plans, sections) should be
clear to students. Teaching and learning these disciplines is
challenging. Fig. 5 provides some insight into a short 24 hours’
course Introduction to descriptive geometry for the first year
architectural undergraduates. In this course the students are
required to design a physical kinematic model of a descriptive
geometry mechanism, with regard to a set of specific problems,
to solve them in projection planes, and to demonstrate their

Figure 5. Solving problems between two and three dimensions
in a descriptive geometry course: spatial angle defined by two
planes a) a flat folded model (top), b) (almost) unfolded model
(bottom,) ©Anna Lobovikov-Katz

One of the challenges in combining 2D-3D transformations in
teaching descriptive geometry can be exemplified by its
introduction to e-learning. We focus here on the visual
challenges of this introduction. It would be nice to have the
possibility of providing every student with a hologram, or threedimensional virtual model in virtual or augmented reality,
which could be spatially manipulated in real time through both
teacher-guided and independent spatial transformations and
manipulations, and be used for demonstrations and learning of
solving spatial problems by means of e.g. descriptive geometry.
Meanwhile, e-learning explanations are shown on a flat
computer screen. While in a real classroom or blended learning,
we can let students watch, turn over, and examine physical
models, it is also important to develop the students’ ability to
mentally connect between the two- and the three-dimensional. I
will show such “linking” exemplified in a recorded course in
descriptive geometry, in the introduction of a systematic
approach to one of the simplest topics in the course, axonometric projections. One of the major factors which
contribute to defining each specific type of axonometric
projection output is the spatial inter-relationship between the
axonometric projection plane, and the axes’ system (x, y, z). At
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this point, it is important to instill in students the understanding
of spatial correlation between this inter-relationship, which
brings to a realization that on a deeper level all diverse types of
axonometric projections that look so different in their visual
outputs, are defined by merely three “actors”: projection plane,
projection rays and the axes system. The three-dimensional
model of the axes, shown from different perspectives, has been
subsequently combined with its two-dimensional version as
typical of specific types of axonometric projection, with the use
of document camera, and simultaneous 2D transformations on
the second screen. Special attention is given to axes and planes
defined by each pair of axes (x, y), y, z), (x, z). (Fig. 6)

level. This is especially useful for students, experts and
researchers in the ICT and conservation communities.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Understanding by the ICT community of the specific and
unique values of freehand sketching and of its direct value in
design and contribution to other areas, has resulted in the
advanced development of sketch-based modeling. Conservation
of cultural, and especially, built heritage, can benefit from
specific focusing of development in this area, and can also
encourage and contribute to formulating new foci and tasks for
research and development in areas related to 2D images, 3D
models, their analysis, interpretation and transformations. This
also brings new opportunities for the integration of both fields
on a visual basis, with increasing importance of basic visual
disciplines. At the same time, along with expanding possibilities
offered by computer-generated processes, their popularity and
ease of use has caused a contradictory mainstream process, - the
reduction of the scope of teaching visual disciplines to
architects and engineers, - which, in turn, threatens to reduce
the effectiveness and applicability of those ICT applications.
Based on the advantages of these subjects, and exemplifications
of insight to teaching-learning in the modern teaching
environment, the paper advocates their continued use
Furthermore, it suggests to step beyond the traditionally
associated architectural and engineering curricula, and make
basic visual disciplines accessible to information and
communication community of researchers and developers,
especially, but not only in the context of conservation
(preservation) of cultural heritage.
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